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How Live Scoring a match in Club Locker works

Assumption: Mobile Scoring App is 
connected to the internet in real time 
throughout the duration of all matches. 
Suggest portable iPad tablet (iPad Mini is 
ideal) connected via WIFI for best user 
experience. Score keeper taps “+” after 
each point.

Assumption: To “live score” a match the Club 
Locker web app server must know of the 
scheduled match. This match has knowledge of 
the sport, players, teams, tournament, round, 
facility, court, referee and/or other data that 
relates to the specific match. The Club Locker 
Server is the database of record for match 
information.

Steps for Live Scoring:

Event organizer assigns mobile device to Referee or Marker: Usually the device is already 
authenticated to local WIFI and the web app is launched, authenticated and event preselected.
Starting a Live Scored match: Authorized user (referee or marker) selects event (tournament, 
league, venue etc) and then drills down to the match to be live scored.
Warmup period: When the referee/marker starts the match the sport specific warmup period 
timer shows on the mobile device screen.
Match play begins: Points are entered as they are scored in real time using interface on mobile 
device. User interface varies based on sport. Points are sent to cloud in real time after every point 
and are immediately available for other uses (scoreboards etc.)
Game ends: Referee/Marker confirms game is over when winning point is entered. Timer based 
on sport for between game interval begins. Web based server knows game is finished.
Match ends: After last point referee/marker confirms match is over and confirms results. There is 
provision for Default/Retire/Injury timeout at any point during a match.
Referee/Marker returns device to event desk: Optional. Device can be used immediately by 
repeating steps above for next match.
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